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Peyote Bezel for 8mm Chaton or Rivoli

Materials
Matching seed beads in sizes 11/0 and 15/0
8mm Rivoli or Chaton
Needle and Strong Thread

Step 1.

20x 11/0 seed beads

Step 2.
Step 3.

Tie into a circle
(Rows 1 & 2)
Row 3.
Step 4.

Step 4a.

Tweak the work until it forms a ‘band’ shape
Row 4.

Step 5.

Step 5.

Switch to size 15/0 beads
Add 10x 15/0 beads around the outer
edge of the work.
 As you work pull this row tight to create a
cupped shape.
 It helps if you use your thumb nail, on the
inside of the work, and curve the lower
edge over it.




Step 5a.

Pull the 15/0 row tight
to form a cup shape

Row 5.
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Step 6.
Weave diagonaly to th to the oppisite edge.
Place the chaton into the cup, centrally.
Add 10x 15/0 beads around the front edge, pulling tightly to enclose
the chaton.
 Pull tight make a couple of half hitches, and weave in the ends.







NOTE: This works for most miyuke seed beads. However not all
beads are of the same size, so you may ﬁnd that the chaton does not
ﬁt. In this case increase the start beads to 22, or decrease to 18.

Shank
1.
 To make a button, or use this as a clasp for
a bracelet, you need to add a shank
 Weave to the ring of 15/0 beads on the
centre back
 Pick up 5x 11/0 beads

Row 6.

1.

2.

2.



Pass through the 15/0 bead opposite
Pass back through 4x 11/0 beads

3. Square stitch.
 Pick up 6x 11/0 beads
 Go round through 3x 11/0 beads, of the bar on
the back of the chaton
 Continue through 3 of the 11/0 just added
4.
 Pick up 6 more 11/0
 Go round through three from the last step
 Go up through the next three from the last step.
 (These beads will pull together at the bottom of

the shank
 If you are not using this straight away, make a
half hitch knot to secure.

Finished Button and Shank
Leave the thread on, to attach to your project later
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